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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was
used to investigate the cerebral correlates of motor
sequence memory consolidation. Participants were
scanned while training on an implicit oculomotor
sequence learning task and during a single testing
session taking place 30 min, 5 hr, or 24 hr later. Dur-
ing training, responses observed in hippocampus
and striatum were linearly related to the gain in per-
formance observed overnight, but not over the day.
Responses in both structures were significantly
larger at 24 hr than at 30 min or 5 hr. Additionally,
the competitive interaction observed between these
structures during training became cooperative
overnight. These results stress the importance of
both hippocampus and striatum in procedural mem-
ory consolidation. Responses in these areas during
training seem to condition the overnight memory
processing that is associated with a change in their
functional interactions. These results show that
both structures interact during motor sequence
consolidation to optimize subsequent behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Motor sequences constitute an integral part of a number of
everyday life activities such as writing, typing, speaking, knitting,
or playing a musical instrument. Motor skills are usually learned
through repeated practice. As a rule, performance considerably
improves during initial training, whereas subsequent practice
sessionsareassociatedwith slowandprogressive improvements
in performance (Karni et al., 1995). Importantly, sequential skills
improve between practice sessions, suggesting thatmotormem-
ory undergoes a process of consolidation that evolves offline, intheabsenceof anyadditional practice.Consolidationofmotor se-
quence memory depends on various experimental factors such
as posttraining interval (Hauptmann and Karni, 2002; Walker
et al., 2003), sleep (Fischer et al., 2002; Korman et al., 2003;
Maquet et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2002),
circadian rhythms (Cajochenetal., 2004),andsubject’sawareness
of the sequential material (Robertson et al., 2004).
The neural correlates of the early, fast learning phase have
been extensively characterized and involve the cerebellum, the
basal ganglia, the supplementary motor area, and motor and
premotor cortices (Doyon et al., 2003). Recently, it was estab-
lished that the hippocampus is also implicated in motor
sequence learning, due to its ability to associate temporally
discontiguous but structured information (Schendan et al.,
2003). Although the hippocampus is classically associated with
explicit learning in the amnesia literature, hippocampal re-
sponses were recorded during sequence learning irrespective
of whether the sequential knowledge was implicitly or explicitly
acquired (Schendan et al., 2003).
In contrast, the neural correlates of motor sequence memory
consolidation have not yet been comprehensively characterized.
Various changes in responses were reported in distributed corti-
cal areas, in the cerebellum, and in the basal ganglia, 12 to 72 hr
after a single training on a motor sequence learning task (Walker
et al., 2005), after sleep or sleep deprivation (Fischer et al., 2005;
Maquet et al., 2003). An influential model of motor sequence
memory consolidation presently posits that long-lasting reten-
tion of motor sequential skills relies upon striato-cortical rather
than cerebello-cortical networks (Doyon et al., 2003). In addition,
the recruitment of the hippocampus during motor sequence
learning led to the hypothesis that this structure might also par-
ticipate in motor sequence memory processing (Doyon and Be-
nali, 2005). Although the hippocampus plays a key role in consol-
idation of declarative memories (Alvarez and Squire, 1994;
Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997),
its participation in consolidation of motor sequence learning
has received little experimental support so far. Nevertheless,Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 261
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Oculomotor Sequence Learning Assessed by fMRIFigure 1. Experimental Protocol
(A) Trajectory followed by the dot between the possible locations in the SORT task. Arrows and numbers depict the trajectory of the learned sequence (L). In order
to allow a direct measure of sequence learning, another sequence (untrained sequence, U) was presented.
(B) Experimental groups. All subjects were trained to the SORT in the scanner. They were tested afterwards in the scanner, according to the group they belong to
(30 min, 5 h, or 24 h including sleep), after the training has ended.
(C) Experimental design. (1) fMRI design: training and test sessions consisted of 19 and 18 blocks, respectively, with each block consisting of five sequences. The
untrained sequence was proposed once during training and nine times during testing. (2) Behavioral blocks: the mean LEMs were computed over three consec-
utive blocks. The untrained sequence was proposed to the participants on behavioral blocks 6, 10, and 12.
(D) Saccade detection. (Left) Raw Eye Tracking (ET) horizontal (HET, first row) and vertical (VET, second row) recordings during practice of the SORT. The triggers
indicate dot movements and positions (1, 2, 3, or 4) described in Figure 1A. (Right) Automatic detection of LEMs computed the delay between the dot movement
(vertical dotted line: trigger) and the first saccade in the right direction (vertical dashed line: saccade initiation) in a 700 ms detection window.recent behavioral data suggest that consolidation of motor
sequence memory depends on sleep when sequence learning
requires contextual associations, a process assumed to rely on
hippocampal formation (Spencer et al., 2006).
The aim of the present study was to characterize, at the
macroscopic systems level, the cerebral correlates of implicit
oculomotor sequence learning, and to understand the latter’s
subsequent offline processing. Offline memory processing was
indirectly revealed by a change in the neural representation of
motor memories, during repeated practice of the learned task
at a later date. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), we recorded regional cerebral activity during practice of
the serial oculomotor reaction time (SORT) task (Albouy et al.,
2006), both during initial training and at specific posttraining
delays (after 30 min, 5 hr, or 24 hr), with the longest delay includ-
ing a period of nocturnal sleep (Figure 1B). In the SORT task, par-
ticipants have to visually track a dot which, at any point in time, is262 Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.displayed at one of four possible positions (Figure 1A), and the
color of which can briefly change. Participants are explicitly
instructed to detect the changes in dot color (Supplemental In-
formation I). However, unbeknownst to them, the succession
of dot positions follows an eight-element sequence (learned
sequence, or L) which is repeated during several practice blocks.
A different but structurally equivalent sequence (untrained
sequence, or U) is presented once at the end of training and dur-
ing testing to allow a direct measure of sequence learning
(Figure 1C). During both training and testing, performance was
measured by the latencies of eye movements (LEMs), defined
as the time interval between the change in dot position and the
first saccade initiated in the direction of the target (Figure 1D).
LEMs reflect the development of an implicit sequential knowl-
edge, as they become progressively shorter with repetition of
the learned sequence, and slow down when the untrained
sequence is presented (Albouy et al., 2006).
Neuron
Oculomotor Sequence Learning Assessed by fMRIOur results show that the hippocampus and the ventral stria-
tum are not only recruited during training in the implicit motor
sequence learning task, but also seem to condition subsequent
overnight gain in performance. Importantly, the competitive
interaction observed between hippocampus and striatum during




Based on our previous behavioral study, we expected that some
subjects would learn the task only to a limited extent (Albouy
et al., 2006). The proportion of these subjects would possibly
be increased given that the task had to be adapted to the fMRI
design. Consequently, a prospective survey of behavioral data
was conducted during the study. This was pursued until a suffi-
cient number of subjects who showed an undisputable improve-
ment during training were available in each delay group. To set
an objective threshold to identify such participants, we examined
the distribution of LEMs over all participants and across the
entire training. It turned out to be bimodal with amedian at 100ms
(see Figure S1A, available online). We defined participants who
presented mean LEMs shorter than 100 ms on the last block of
training (B5) as fast learners, and the others (LEMs > 100 ms) as
slow learners (Figure S1B). In the following sections, we will con-
sider two categories [fast (F) versus slow (S) learners] and three
test intervals [(30 min, 5 h, and 24 h)]. Subjects were thus distrib-
uted in six groups (30 mS, 30 mF, 5 hS, 5 hF, 24 hS, and 24 hF).
Some subjects were discarded from the analyses because of
either technical failures or the emergence of an explicit sequen-
tial knowledge (Supplemental Information III and V). Eventually,
14 subjects were included for analysis in the 30 mF group
(8 females), and 4 subjects were included in the 30 mS group
(2 females). Twelve subjects were included for analysis in the 5
hF group (seven females) and fifteen subjects were included in
the 5 hS group (four females). Thirteen subjects were considered
for analysis in the 24 hF group (seven females) and twelve were
considered in the 24 hS group (six females).
Results reported in the main text focus on the three groups of
fast learners (30 mF, 5 hF, and 24 hF) because their performance
during training followed a learning curve similar to the one
observed in our previous study and their motor sequential skill
improved overnight, as also reported in our previous study (Al-
bouy et al., 2006). In contrast, no evidence for an overnight
gain in performance was observed in slow learners, suggesting
that their poor initial performance did not allow any efficient over-
night consolidation process. For the sake of completeness, be-
havioral and brain imaging results on slow learners (30 mS, 5
hS, and 24 hS) and the comparison between the two categories
of learners are available in Supplemental Information VII and VIII.
Behavior
Initial Training
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on LEMs, with
delay (30mF, 5 hF, or 24 hF) and repetition (five blocks of learned
sequence, B1 to B5, see Figure 1C) as factors. The LEMs
became significantly shorter with practice in all groups[F(4,144) = 125.68, p < 0.0001]. The improvement did not differ
between the three groups [F(8,144) = 1.07, p = 0.38]. At the
end of training, a novel but structurally equivalent sequence
was presented (on block B6, see Figure 1C). An ANOVA com-
puted on LEMs tested the effect of sequence type (LTraining ver-
sus UTraining, i.e., B5 versus B6) and delay (30 mF, 5 hF, or 24 hF).
LEMs were shorter for the learned than for the untrained se-
quence [F(1,36) = 403.01, p < 0.0001]. This difference in LEMs,
reflecting the acquisition of the learned sequence, did not differ
between groups [F(2,36) = 0.39, p = 0.67].
AnANOVAconducted on LEMsof blocks (B5 versusB7) by de-
lay (30 mF, 5 hF, or 24 hF) tested the saturation effect on the last
two training blocks of learned sequence. The LEMs did not de-
crease between the two blocks [F(1,36) = 0.06, p = 0.7]. This sat-
uration effect did not differ betweengroups [F(2,36) =0.5, p=0.6].
Posttraining Changes in Performance
An ANOVA was computed on mean LEMs for blocks B5, B6, B8,
and B10 (Figure 1C) using sequence type (L versus U) and
session (Training versus Test) as within-subjects factors, and
delay (30 mF, 5 hF, or 24 hF) as a between-subjects factor
(Figure 2 and Table 1). The LEMs significantly differed between
sequences [F(1,36) = 508.07, p < 0.0001] and sessions [F(1,36)
= 43.10, p < 0.0001]. The differences in LEMs between the
Figure 2. Behavioral Results
Changes in LEMs (ms) between training and test sessions (left- and right-hand
bar of each pair, respectively), for the learned (white bars; B5 and B8) and the
untrained (gray bars; B6 and B10) sequences, for the three groups of fast
learners. Bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM).
Table 1. Average (SD) Mean of LEMs (ms) for Blocks B5, B6, B8,
and B10
B5 B6 B8 B10
Group 30 mF 29 (45) 189 (52) 12 (69) 160 (51)
Group 5 hF 55 (42) 200 (25) 29 (36) 191 (32)
Group 24 hF 19 (46) 178 (26) 7 (44) 173 (32)
Negative values denote anticipation (see text).Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 263
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than training [(B5 versus B6) by (B8 versus B10)], F(1,36) = 4.92,
p = 0.03), and the delayed performance gain differed between
groups [F(2,36) = 3.30, p = 0.04]. In subjects tested 24 hr after
training (24 hF Group; n = 13), LEMs significantly decreased for
the learned sequence (B5 versus B8, planned comparisons,
p < 0.001), but not for the untrained sequence (B6 versus B10,
planned comparisons, p = 0.45), although the session by
sequence interaction fell short of significance [F(1,12) = 4.18,
p = 0.06]. These results suggest that the delayed gain observed
at 24 hr posttraining tended to be specific to the learned
sequence. In contrast, the performance gain between training
and testing did not differ between the learned and untrained
sequences when subjects were tested 30 min after the end of
training [30 mF Group; n = 14; F(1,13) = 0.58, p = 0.45]. Planned
comparisons indicated that 30 min after training, LEMs similarly
decreased from training to test session for both the learned
sequence (p = 0.001) and the untrained sequence (p = 0.02).
Five hours after training, there was no evidence for a selective
improvement for the learned sequence [5 hF Group; n = 12;
F(1,11) = 2.11, p = 0.17], although oculomotor performance
significantly improved on the learned (p = 0.026), but not on
the untrained (p = 0.12), sequence.
Finally, and for the sake of completeness, behavioral results
on slow learners are available in Supplemental Information VII.
Behavioral results on color detection scores are reported in
Supplemental Information VI.
Basic Properties of Recorded Eye Movements
The angular velocity of eye movements is ruled by a stable rela-
tionship between the saccade duration and its angular amplitude
(Leigh and Zee, 1999). An ANOVA was computed on saccadic
duration for blocks B5, B6, B8, and B10 using sequence type
(L versus U) and session (Training versus Test) as within-subjects
factors, and interval (30 mF, 5 hF, or 24 hF) as a between-sub-
jects factor. Saccadic duration did not decrease between ses-
sions [F(1,36) = 0.45, p = 0.50], but tended to decrease between
sequences [F(1,36) = 3.61, p = 0.06]. These effects did not differ
between groups [session by delay interaction, F(2,36) = 0.40,
p = 0.66; sequence by delay interaction, F(2,36) = 1.71, p = 0.19].
The sequence by session and sequence by session by delay in-
teractions were not significant [F(1,36) = 2.62, p = 0.11; F(2,36) =
0.71, p = 0.49, respectively].
These results suggest that the changes in performance
reported in the present study mainly pertain to the progressive
and implicit acquisition of sequential knowledge, as reflected
by LEMs, rather than to a mere speeding of oculomotor
responses.
Brain Imaging Data
Main Effect of Learning during Training
To characterize the cerebral correlates of sequence learning, the
cerebral responses to the learned and untrained sequences
were compared (LTraining versus UTraining). For fast learners, this
analysis revealed significantly larger responses for the learned
than for the untrained sequence in both caudate nuclei and the
left anterior and posterior hippocampus (Figure 3A, Table 2-1).
No significant responses were observed in slow learners
(Supplemental Information VIII, Table S1-1, available online).264 Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.In addition, we assessed whether the learning effect during
training would predict the gain in performance of the learned
sequence between training and testing sessions. Learning-
related responses were linearly related to the delayed gain in
performance in bilateral posterior hippocampus, right anterior
hippocampus, bilateral ventral putamen, and the brainstem
(Table 2-2, Figure 3B), but only for fast learners tested at 24 hr
posttraining and not for the other groups (Table 2-2). The regres-
sions based on the hippocampal and putaminal responses were
also significantly better for the 24 hF group than for the two other
groups of fast learners (Table 2-2). Supplemental analyses did
not show any learning-related responses correlated with the
subsequent gain in performance in the hippocampus in slow
learners (Table S1-1). Furthermore, the regression observed
with the posterior hippocampus responses was also significantly
better for the fast learners of the 24 hr group than for the three
groups of slow learners (Supplemental Information VIII, Table
S1-1).
Modulation of Cerebral Activity by Performance
during Training
During the training session, the main effect of performance on
cerebral activity was estimated by identifying brain areas in
which BOLD responses were modulated by LEMs. These results
are summarized in Table 2-3. First, we looked for areas in fast
learners where responses increased as performance improved
over the training session. Such a response pattern was observed
bilaterally in the putamen on both its ventral and dorsal portions.
Conversely, responses in the left cerebellum decreased as
performance improved over the training session.
In addition, responses in left posterior hippocampus (3834
2 mm, Z = 3.62, psvc = 0.009) and cerebellum progressively
decreased throughout training in fast learners, whereas these
responses increased in slow learners (Supplemental Information
VIII, Table S1-2, Figure S2). Furthermore, in fast learners, func-
tional connectivity analysis showed a negative connectivity
between the left posterior hippocampus described above and
the left ventral putamen such that the functional connectivity
decreases as performance improves (Table 2-4, Figure 3C).
Main Effect of Learning during Testing
For the sake of completeness, we reported the main learning
effect of the test session (LTest versus UTest) and the learning
by session interaction ([L versus U] by [Test versus Training])
for each of the six groups (fast and slow learners), in Tables S2
and S3 and Figure S3 for fast learners.
Here, we focus on interaction effects showing larger re-
sponses for a given delay with respect to another in the learned
sequence as compared with the untrained sequence during test-
ing (learning 3 delay interactions, Table 3-1). For fast learners,
differences in responses for the learned sequence as compared
with the untrained sequence were essentially observed 24 hr
after training as compared with other delays, and were mainly
located in the striatum and the hippocampus (Figure 4, Table
3-1). Indeed, learning-related responses were larger in bilateral
ventral putamen, right dorsal putamen, left (anterior and poste-
rior) hippocampus, the anterior cingulate cortex, the bilateral
thalamus, and the left cerebellar hemisphere 24 hr after training,
as compared with 30 min after training. Likewise, learning-re-
lated responses were larger in bilateral dorsal putamen, ventral
Neuron
Oculomotor Sequence Learning Assessed by fMRIFigure 3. Functional ImagingResults for the
Training Session in Fast Learners
Functional data are shown over the mean struc-
tural image of all subjects (A and B) or over the
structural MR image of one representative subject
(C) normalized to the same stereotactic space
(p < 0.001, uncorrected).
(A) Main effect of learning during training in fast
learners (LTraining  UTraining). (Left) The main effect
of learning was observed in the hippocampus and
the caudate nucleus during training. (Right) Differ-
ential (LTraining  UTraining) mean parameter esti-
mates. a.u., arbitrary unit. Bars represent SEM.
(B) Regression analysis between cerebral activity
during training and overnight gain in performance
in fast learners. (Left) Learning-related responses
in the left posterior hippocampus during training
are correlated with the subsequent overnight
gain in performance on the learned sequence
for fast learners tested at 24 hr only ([LTraining 
UTraining] regressed against overnight gain in per-
formance). (Right) Regression plot of the BOLD
learning-related responses in the left posterior hip-
pocampus during training against the overnight
gain in performance on the learned sequence.
Each data point represents a single subject of
the 24 hF Group.
(C) Psychophysiological interaction in fast learners
during training. (Left) The leftposteriorhippocampus
and the left ventral putamen are connected in pro-
portionwithLEMsduring the trainingsession. (Right)
Plotof theperformance-relatedsignal changes from
the left posterior hippocampus against the left
ventral putamen that exhibited significant negative
correlation with the hippocampus in functional con-
nectivity analysis. Each data point represents a sin-
gle subject in the fast learners’ category.putamen, and the left thalamus 24 hr after training than 5 hr after
training. At shorter delays, learning-related responses in the
cerebellum, the right thalamus, and the anterior cingulate cortex
were larger 5 hr after training relative to 30 min after training.
The interaction effects showing larger responses for a given
delay with respect to another, in the learned sequence as
compared with the untrained sequence, and during testing as
compared with training (learning3 delay3 session interactions),
gave similar results (Supplemental Information IX and Table S5).
The comparison between categories (Supplemental Informa-
tion VIII, Table S4, and Figure S4) revealed that 24 hr after training,
fast learners recruit the hippocampus to accurately perform the
oculomotor sequential memory task, as compared with slow
learners, inwhomonly the cerebellumwaspreferentially recruited.
Finally, during testing in fast learners at 24 hr posttraining, the
linear relationship between responses in the putamen and the
left posterior hippocampus was found to be significantly tighter
for the learned sequence than for the untrained one (Table 3-2).
This regression was also significantly larger 24 hr than 30 min af-
ter training. There was no evidence that this pattern of functional
connectivity was present during training or in the sooner testing
sessions (30 min and 5 hr, Table 3-2). Responses in the putamen
were more tightly related to those of the dentate nucleus of
the cerebellum, 24 hr posttraining as compared with 5 hr post-
training.DISCUSSION
In this study, we aimed at characterizing the neural correlates of
implicit oculomotor sequence learning both during training and
during testing at three time delays during the first 24 posttraining
hours. The changes in responses from training to testing, taking
place without any further practice, were regarded as an indica-
tion of the offline motor memory processing occurring during
the delay period. We focused on results observed in fast learners
because their motor skill performance improved overnight, indi-
cating a successful memory consolidation. Our results confirm
and further highlight the involvement of the striatum and the
hippocampus during initial training on amotor sequence learning
task. More importantly, they show that the early recruitment of
these structures predicts the overnight improvement in perfor-
mance. Finally, the competitive interaction observed between
hippocampus and striatum during training turns to cooperation
overnight when the memory trace is deemed consolidated.
Slow Learners
In contrast to fast learners, slow learners did not show any
behavioral improvement overnight, although they did so over
the day, suggesting an unsuccessful overnight processing of
motor sequence memory. Accordingly, brain responses in slow
learners were conspicuously different from those recorded inNeuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 265
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the hippocampus during training and during subsequent testing
24 hr later. These findings have two important implications. First,
Table 2. Functional Results for theMain Effect of Learning during
Training in Fast Learners
Area x mm y mm z mm Z psvc
1. Main learning effect (LTraining  UTraining)
Left anterior hippocampus 16 14 28 3.80 0.005
Left posterior hippocampus 42 34 12 3.57 0.011
Left caudate nucleus 12 10 22 3.19 0.032
Right caudate nucleus 18 22 12 3.38 0.019
2. Regression analysis with the subsequent gain in performance (B5 – B8)
30 mF
(No significant responses) – – – – –
5 hF
(No significant responses) – – – – –
24 hF
Left posterior hippocampus 32 28 10 3.54 0.011
Right posterior hippocampus 26 34 6 3.99 0.003
Right anterior hippocampus 30 10 20 3.13 0.036
Left ventral putamen 20 6 26 3.16 0.033
Right ventral putamen 26 4 24 3.53 0.012
Pons 4 16 28 4.66 0.049*
24 hF – 30 mF
Left posterior hippocampus 30 24 10 3.52 0.012
Right posterior hippocampus 26 34 6 4.03 0.002
Left ventral putamen 30 14 10 3.23 0.028
Right ventral putamen 28 14 8 3.48 0.014
24 hF – 5 hF
Right posterior hippocampus 40 26 20 3.70 0.015
26 34 4 3.16 0.033
Right anterior hippocampus 30 10 20 3.56 0.011
Right ventral putamen 26 6 20 3.42 0.034
28 16 4 3.19 0.031
3. Modulation by the performance effect
Regions wherein responses increase with performance improvement
Right occipital gyrus 8 90 8 5.02 0.013*
Left ventral putamen 14 10 10 4.99 0.014*
Right ventral putamen 20 12 10 4.73 0.043*
Left dorsal putamen 28 6 10 3.73 0.012
Right dorsal putamen 26 6 4 3.61 0.010
Right cerebellar hemisphere 16 48 20 3.49 0.015
Regions wherein responses decrease with performance improvement
Left cerebellar hemisphere 4 64 44 3.17 0.036
4. Psychophysiological interaction on the left posterior hippocampus
Right insular gyrus 42 4 6 4.97 0.015*
Left ventral putamen 28 8 14 3.72 0.015
18 8 22 3.65 0.022
Right cerebellar hemisphere 16 54 26 4.03 0.003
Brain activations significant after correction over the entire volume (*) or
over a small volume of interest (svc) are reported here.266 Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.they show that a visuomotor skill can be learned inmore than one
way and can be related to recruitment of different neural
systems, resulting in different forms of knowledge representa-
tion. These results echo the variability in approaches in higher-
level cognitive learning tasks that was reported in both normal
volunteers (Foerde et al., 2006; Poldrack et al., 2001) and neuro-
logical patients (Shohamy et al., 2007). Second, the difference
between slow and fast learners in terms of behavior and brain
responses speaks for the importance of initial memory formation
for subsequent consolidation process. Early studies had already
identified differences in learning rates between slow- and fast-
learning rats, which also differ in their posttraining sleep and
subsequent memory consolidation (Ambrosini et al., 1992;
Leconte et al., 1973).
Comparison with Previous Behavioral Results
The behavioral results in fast learners largely confirmed our previ-
ous behavioral study (Albouy et al., 2006). A significant gain in
oculomotor performance was observed at 30 min on both the
learned and untrained sequences. In addition, performance
improved 24 hr after training. In the present study, this gain in
performance tended to be specific to the learned sequence,
although the sequence by session interaction fell short of signifi-
cance in contrast to our previous behavioral study. The main
difference between the present results and our previous study is
observed 5 hr after training. In the present study, performance
improved on the learned sequence at that time, whereas we
had not observed any gain in performance in our previous study.
These differences areprobably explainedby the adaptation of the
SORT task to the fMRI design, which necessitated shorter prac-
tice blocks and the absenceof behavioral feedback. The changes
might have promoted implicit learning, known to be associated
with gains in performance over the day (Press et al., 2005).
Hippocampal Recruitment during Training
During training, sequence learning was associated with a signifi-
cant hippocampal response in fast learners. The hippocampus
was recruited early on during training, but its contribution
decreased over time. It appears unlikely that the hippocampal
recruitment during practice of the SORT task is due to the emer-
gence of an explicit knowledge of the sequence. Indeed, explicit
awareness of the sequence was tested at the end of the exper-
iment on the basis of a generation task, and subjects showing
any evidence for an explicit knowledge of the sequence were
discarded from the analyses. In humans, the hippocampal for-
mation is not classically considered mandatory for procedural
motor learning because amnesic patients with damage to this
area are thought to be able to acquire and retain motor skills
(Gabrieli et al., 1993; Reber and Squire, 1994). However, further
studies indicated that amnesic patients with hippocampal dam-
age are impaired in some aspects of implicit learning (Chun and
Phelps, 1999; Yang et al., 2003), and in particular, learning
higher-order associations included in second-order conditional
sequences (Curran, 1997), such as the one used in the present
study. In addition, functional neuroimaging studies in healthy
volunteers have revealed significant hippocampal responses
during implicit learning (Degonda et al., 2005; Henke et al., 2003).
The hippocampus would participate in the formation of
Neuron
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Testing in Fast Learners
Area x mm y mm z mm Z psvc
1. Main learning by group effects ([LTest  UTest] 3 delay)
30 mF – 5 hF
(No significant responses) – – – – –
30 mF – 24 hF
(No significant responses) – – – – –
5 hF – 30 mF
Left anterior
cingulate cortex
4 6 40 3.47 0.015
Right thalamus 24 18 2 3.24 0.029
Left cerebellar hemisphere 22 38 36 3.11 0.037
5 hF – 24 hF
(No significant responses) – – – – –
24 hF – 30 mF
Left ventral putamen 24 8 18 3.25 0.028
Right ventral putamen 22 8 16 3.67 0.008
Right dorsal putamen 30 0 12 3.39 0.019
Left posterior hippocampus 22 34 0 3.14 0.037
Left anterior hippocampus 26 16 12 3.73 0.007
26 28 22 3.25 0.028
30 28 20 3.19 0.033
Left anterior
cingulate cortex
2 6 42 3.85 0.005
Left thalamus 20 12 18 3.48 0.015
Right thalamus 22 22 6 3.52 0.025
Left cerebellar hemisphere 4 60 16 3.51 0.014
24 hF – 5 hF
Left dorsal putamen 22 6 6 3.97 0.003
Right dorsal putamen 32 2 10 3.58 0.001
26 8 10 3.19 0.033
Left ventral putamen 22 6 2 3.27 0.026
Right ventral putamen 22 4 14 3.34 0.022
Left thalamus 20 12 22 3.55 0.012
2. Psychophysiological interaction with the right dorsal putamen
30 mF
(No significant responses) – – – – –
5 hF
Left cerebellar hemisphere 6 74 22 4.25 0.001
Right cerebellar hemisphere 14 70 28 3.26 0.027
Left middle frontal gyrus 28 22 30 3.28 0.026
24 hF
Left posterior hippocampus 36 26 12 3.61 0.015
Left dentate nucleus 12 62 34 3.21 0.031
24 hF – 30 mF
Left posterior hippocampus 34 26 12 3.55 0.012
24 hF – 5 hF
Left dentate nucleus 14 60 34 3.35 0.021
Brain activations significant after correction over a small volume of
interest (svc) are reported here.higher-order temporal associations required in sequence learn-
ing (Fletcher et al., 2005; Kumaran andMaguire, 2006; Schendan
et al., 2003), irrespective of whether the sequence is implicitly or
explicitly learned (Schendan et al., 2003).
Hippocampal and Striatal Recruitment during Training
Forecast Successful Motor Memory Consolidation
An important finding of the present study is that the learning-
related hippocampal recruitment during training in fast learners
predicts the overnight behavioral improvement observed 24 hr
later, suggesting that early hippocampal responses induced
during training influence subsequent offline memory processing.
Onepossibilitywould be that the recruitment of the hippocampus
triggers an offline memory processing that goes on for hours and
eventually leads the following day to increased learning-related
responses in the same area, and to a specific gain in
performance for the learned sequence. This hypothesis is not
supported by our data because there is no evidence for a per-
sisting hippocampal learning-related response over the day.
Although a learning-related response is observed in the hippo-
campus at 30min posttraining in fast learners (Table S2), the hip-
pocampus does no longer differentially respond to trained and
untrained sequences 5 hr after training. Moreover, learning-
related activity in the hippocampus during training did not relate
to changes inperformanceobservedover theday, i.e., after 30min
or 5 hr in either fast or slow learners. These results suggest that
the hippocampal involvement during training is specifically re-
lated to late, overnight memory processing. The early hippocam-
pal response might act as a tag for the neuronal populations that
would participate in offline memory processing at a later date.
Such a hippocampal tagmight triggermemory processing during
wakefulness at delays longer than 5 hr (Press et al., 2005; Robert-
son et al., 2004). This explanation cannot be ruled out by our de-
sign, which does not specifically address this issue, but the hy-
pothesis that hippocampal neuronal ensembles, tagged during
training, participate inmemory processing during sleep is consis-
tent both with a possible synaptic downscaling during sleep
(Tononi and Cirelli, 2006) and with evidence of experience-de-
pendent replayof neuronal activity duringposttraining sleep in ro-
dents (Ji and Wilson, 2007) and humans (Maquet et al., 2000;
Peigneux et al., 2004; Rasch et al., 2007). Our hypothesis is
also consistent with recent behavioral data obtained in humans
using amanual serial reaction time task, showing that implicit se-
quence learning is improved after a night of sleep only when
learning benefits from the formation of contextual, hippocam-
pus-dependent associations (Spencer et al., 2006).
Our hypothesis is challenged by a report on three amnesic
patients with lesions of the mesio-temporal structures whose
performance did improve overnight after training to mirror trac-
ing (Gabrieli et al., 1993). It was not specified if the overnight
gain in performance was similar in amnesic patients and normal
controls, and these results need to be confirmed by prospective
studies on larger patient populations. However, these prelimi-
nary neuropsychological observations suggest that the hippo-
campal tag might not hold for motor learning at large but only
for sequence learning. In addition, amnesic patients might still
rely on the more conventional cortico-striatal system to achieve
delayed gains in performance.Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 267
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Learning Effect by Delay Interaction for
the Test Session in Fast Learners ([LTest 
UTest] 3 Delay)
Functional data are shown over the mean struc-
tural image of all subjects (p < 0.001, uncorrected).
(A) Responses in left posterior hippocampus.
(B) Differential (LTest  UTest) mean parameter
estimates indicated that the responses in the left
posterior hippocampus are significantly larger at
24 hr as compared with 30 min. a.u., arbitrary
unit. Bars represent SEM.
(C) Responses in bilateral ventral putamen.
(D) Differential (LTest  UTest) mean parameter
estimates indicated that the responses in the left
ventral putamen are significantly larger at 24 hr
as compared with 30 min and 5 hr. a.u., arbitrary
unit. Bars represent SEM.Indeed, oculomotor sequence learning also involved striatal
structures. A shift in activation within the striatum was observed
during the course of sequence learning in fast learners. The in-
volvement of the striatum in motor sequence learning has been
extensively reported with manual tasks (Doyon and Benali,
2005; Doyon et al., 2003; Peigneux et al., 2000). Learning-related
responses in fast learners were detected in the caudate nucleus
during training. As a rule, the caudate nucleus and rostro-dorsal
striatal areas are activated early on during learning of new motor
sequences (Lehericy et al., 2005; Toni et al., 1998). Furthermore,
as training progresses and LEMs decrease, responses increase
mainly in the ventral putamen, as reported for manual motor
sequence learning (Doyon et al., 1996, 2003), although some-
times only after extended practice (Lehericy et al., 2005). In
addition, a linear relationship was observed between the learn-
ing-related responses in the ventral striatum and the overnight
gain in performance in fast learners, but not with improvements
achieved over the day (30 min and 5 hr delays). As for the hippo-
campus, our data are not consistent with the persistence of
continuous striatal activity during the first 24 posttraining hours.
Learning-related activity is still observed in fast learners in the
ventral striatum after a delay of 30 min, but not after 5 hr. This
time course suggests again the importance of offline processes
taking place after delays longer than 5 hr, possibly during sleep.
Consistent with the latter hypothesis, functional connectivity of
the striatum has been shown to be modified during REM sleep
following motor sequence learning (Peigneux et al., 2003).
Hippocampal and Striatal Recruitment
24 hr Posttraining
Twenty-four hours after training, responses in fast learners to the
learned sequence again involve the hippocampal formation and
the striatum. The joint activation of hippocampal and striatal
structures seems to characterize consolidated motor sequence
memory because it is associated with an improvement in perfor-
mance that tends to be specific to the learned sequence.268 Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.The involvement of hippocampus during retrieval indicates
that the hippocampus not only participates in initial motor
sequence learning (Schendan et al., 2003), but also in motor skill
consolidation. We cannot rule out the possibility that hippocam-
pal activity at 24 hr was related to some level of recognition of the
repeated sequence, although the results of the generation tasks
speak for a limited explicit sequential knowledge in our subjects.
The recruitment of the putamen generalizes to oculomotor learn-
ing: previous reports on manual sequence learning have
suggested that caudo-ventral putamen contributes to the long-
term storage of motor sequences (Doyon and Benali, 2005;
Doyon et al., 2002; Lehericy et al., 2005).
The present results are barely comparable with the few neuro-
imaging studies that have investigated the processing of oculo-
motor sequence learning. They focused on explicit sequence
learning and emphasized the recruitment of frontal and parietal
areas during both sequence learning (Kawashima et al., 1998)
and the execution of newly learned sequences (Grosbras et al.,
2001; Petit et al., 1996). In contrast, to the best of our knowledge,
the neural correlates of memory consolidation in human oculo-
motor sequence learning have not yet been investigated.
Evidence from both animal and human studies suggest that
memory systems interact during learning (Poldrack and Pack-
ard, 2003; Poldrack and Rodriguez, 2004). In normal subjects,
probabilistic classification learning is accompanied by a de-
creased response in the medial temporal lobe structures, con-
trasting with an activation of basal ganglia (Poldrack et al.,
1999, 2001; Seger and Cincotta, 2005). Our results confirm the
antagonistic activity between mesio-temporal structures and
the basal ganglia during learning in fast learners. As for the clas-
sification task (Poldrack et al., 1999, 2001), the negative interac-
tion between the hippocampus and the putamen was related to
a progressive decrease in hippocampal responses during the
course of training, contrasting with the monotonic increase in
putaminal activity. This competitive interaction does not seem
to persist significantly over the day, but changes overnight.
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pus and the putamen becomes cooperative 24 hr after training,
when the gain in performance tends to be specific to the learned
sequence. These results speak for the conversion, after time
(and possibly sleep), of the competing interaction into coopera-
tive interaction between two brain areas crucially involved
in sequential memory. This cooperative interaction might sup-
port the gain in performance specific to the learned sequence,
although we are not in a position to causally relate the change
in functional connectivity to changes in performance.
This finding suggests that offline memory processing taking
place at delays longer than 5 hr, and possibly during sleep,
can change functional interactions between the hippocampus
and the striatum. Such cooperation would foster both the
detection of sequential associations by the hippocampus
(Eichenbaum, 2004) and the sequential motor prediction in the
basal ganglia (Seger, 2006), thereby improving sequential perfor-
mance.
Again, we stress that the involvement of hippocampus and
striatum might be of specific importance for oculomotor se-
quence learning rather than for motor learning at large. Although
this should be formally established by future research, we do not
expect that similar hippocampo-striatal interactions would nec-
essarily apply to visuomotor adaptation tasks, let alone to
elementary basic motor behaviors (Muellbacher et al., 2002).
On the other hand, it is equally important to note that striatum
and hippocampus also interact during higher-level cognitive
learning (Nagy et al., 2007; Shohamy et al., 2007). The recruit-
ment of both structures and their interactions might be required
for optimizing motor and nonmotor learning and behavior.
To conclude, our results provide evidence for the importance
of the hippocampus and ventral striatum in motor sequence
learning. Not only do they respond to implicit motor sequence
learning during training, but their early recruitment can predict
subsequent sequence-specific overnight gain in performance.
In addition, offline memory processes taking place overnight
are associated with the emergence of a cooperative interaction
between the hippocampus and the striatum, two structures
that interacted competitively during training. Future research is
needed to confirm the generality of these findings and specify
the role of sleep in these memory processes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Ninety young (range: 19–28 years), right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), healthy volun-
teers were recruited by advertisement. They had no history of medical, neuro-
logical, or psychiatric disease. None of themwere onmedication. The quality of
their sleepwas normal as assessed by thePittsburghSleepQuality Index ques-
tionnaire (Buysse et al., 1989) (Supplemental Information IV). They all gave their
written informed consent to take part in the study, which was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Lie`ge.
Task and General Experimental Design
Subjects were scanned during two separate sessions, referred to as the Train-
ing and Test sessions, while they performed the SORT task (Albouy et al.,
2006) coded using Cogent2000 (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/Cogent/) and
implemented inMATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Sherbom,MA). In this task, adapted
from the serial reaction time (SRT) task described by Nissen and Bullemer
(1987), a yellow dot (0.38) is constantly displayed at one of four possible
positions (1–4, visual angle 16 3 18, see Figure 1A). The dot stays at anygiven position for a constant duration of 550 ms, then abruptly disappears
and instantaneously reappears in another position. Unbeknownst to the sub-
jects, the trajectory of the dot, i.e., the sequence of its positions, follows a
second-order eight-element sequence, 2 4 3 1 4 2 1 3 (learned sequence) or
3 1 2 4 1 3 4 2 (untrained sequence). The two sequences are identical in terms
of dot locations and transition frequency, but differ by the subsequences of
three elements they contain.
To ensure that the subjects fixated the dot at all time, they were engaged in
a color detection task. The only instructions to the subjects concerned the
detection of a change in the color of the dot. There was a 20% chance at
each position that the color of the dot would turn to an isoluminant orange color
for 34 ms. Subjects were instructed to press a key on a keyboard when they
detected the orange dot (Supplemental Information I). Key presses were
recorded with an 3 ms precision. Ocular movements were recorded online
using an eye-tracking (ET) system (ASL, Model 504; Bedford, MA), at a sam-
pling rate of 60 Hz. Dot moves were precisely marked on the ET recording
by a trigger transmitted by the Cogent script (Figure 1D). The most efficient
strategy to detect the color change was to keep one’s gaze on the moving
dot at all times. However, no mention was made in the instructions to the
subjects concerning any reaction time or sequence of dot positions (Supple-
mental Information I).
The task was run in successive 22 s blocks separated by 15 s rest periods,
during which the yellow dot remained at the center of the screen but could also
transiently turn to orange. During the training session, subjects performed 19
consecutive blocks. During 18 of them, a given sequence, referred to as the
learned sequence, was repeated five times. During the 16th block, the other
sequence, referred to as the untrained sequence, was repeated five times
(Figure 1C-1). Despite the low sample of the untrained sequence imposed
by the constraints of the task, the overall design was still differentially sensitive
to the brain responses evoked by the learned and untrained sequences
(Supplemental Information X and Table S6). The test session took place after
a variable delay, depending on the experimental group. Three delays were
considered: 30 waking minutes (n = 25), 5 waking hours (n = 36), or 24 hours
including a period of nocturnal sleep (n = 29, Figure 1B, see details in Supple-
mental Information II). The test session consisted of 18 further blocks, with 9
blocks each for the learned and untrained sequences. In each block, a given
sequence was repeated five times. To match the analysis of a previous behav-
ioral study (Albouy et al., 2006) where blocks included 15 sequence repeti-
tions, the mean LEM was computed over three consecutive blocks (curly
brackets in Figure 1C-1; Training, learned sequence: B1–B5 and B7; untrained
sequence: B6; Test, learned sequence: B8, B9, and B11; untrained sequence:
B10 and B12, Figure 1C-2). During test session, the fixed succession of the
blocks of learned and untrained sequences was designed to minimize any
proactive interference of the untrained sequence on the learned one. It also
maximized the sensitivity of the experiment, ensuring that the fundamental
frequency of any given trial type was in the useful frequency range to maintain
a reasonable signal to noise ratio in fMRI data. At the end of the test session,
subjects were debriefed using a standardized procedure to assess their level
of explicit knowledge of the sequence gained during SORT practice (Supple-
mental Information V).
Behavioral Data Analysis
LEMs were automatically computed from ET recordings as the delay between
the onset of a dot movement and the first eye movement in the correct direc-
tion, as described in (Albouy et al., 2006) (Figure 1D). As learning progressed,
subjects weremore likely to (implicitly) anticipate the next dot position and per-
form their saccades before the dot moved. In such a case, a negative LEMwas
computed. A repeated-measure ANOVA on mean LEMs per block with block
repetition [B1 to B5, learned sequence] as a within-subjects factor and test
delay [30 min, 5 h, and 24 h] as a between-subjects factor assessed the prac-
tice-related changes in LEMs during the training session. Another ANOVA
using changes in LEMs between the trained (B5) and the untrained (B6)
sequences as within-subjects factors and test delay [30 m, 5 h, and 24 h] as
between-subjects factors was done to test the acquisition of sequence knowl-
edge. We additionally checked for any difference in performance between B5
and B7 (trained sequences). Another ANOVA explored the between-session
changes in performance on blocks B5, B6, B8, and B10, using sequenceNeuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 269
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jects factors, and test delay [30 min, 5 h, and 24 h] as between-subjects fac-
tors. The difference in LEMs between blocks B5 and B8 reflected the gain in
performance on the learned sequence between sessions. B5 was preferred
to B7 for statistical analysis to avoid any possible interference effect due to
the untrained sequence. B7 was presented in order to end the training with
a learned sequence, avoiding any possible interference effect during the reten-
tion delay. The between-session change in performance related to the
untrained sequence was assessed by the difference in LEMs between blocks
B6 and B10. These two gains, as well as their differences, i.e., the sequence by
session interaction, were subsequently used to explore the specific sequence
knowledge acquisition. Similar analyses were performed on data of slow
learners, and supplemental ANOVAs with a category factor were done to com-
pare the effects between categories (Supplemental Information VII). Identical
statistical analyses were conducted on saccadic duration in order to check
that the changes in performance (LEMs) pertain to the progressive and implicit
acquisition of sequential knowledge, rather than to the speeding of motor
responses. The same statistical analyses were conducted in color detection
scores (Supplemental Information VI).
fMRI Data Acquisition and Analysis
Functional MRI series were acquired using a head-only 3T scanner (Siemens,
Allegra, Erlangen, Germany). Multislice T2*-weighted fMRI images were
obtained with a gradient echo-planar sequence using axial slice orientation
(TR = 2130 ms, TE = 40 ms, FA = 90, 32 transverse slices, 3 mm slice thick-
ness, 30% interslice gap, FoV = 220 3 220 mm2, matrix size = 64 3 64 3 32,
voxel size = 3.4 3 3.4 3 3.0 mm3). Training sessions consisted of 350 scans,
and test sessions, of 320 scans. A structural T1-weigthed 3D MP-RAGE se-
quence (TR = 1960 ms, TE = 4.43 ms, TI = 1100 ms, FA = 8, 176 slices,
FoV = 230 3 173 mm2, matrix size = 256 3 192 3 176, voxel size = 0.9 3
0.93 0.9 mm3) was also acquired in all subjects. Head movements were min-
imized using a vacuum cushion.
The three initial scans were discarded to allow for magnetic saturation
effects. Functional volumes were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM2
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm2/; Wellcome Department of
Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK). Preprocessing included the realignment
of functional time series, the coregistration of functional and anatomical data,
a spatial normalization to an EPI template conforming to the Montreal Neuro-
logical Institute space, and a spatial smoothing (Gaussian kernel, 8 mm
full-width at half-maximum [FWHM]).
The analysis of fMRI data, based on a mixed effects model, was conducted
in two serial steps, accounting for fixed and random effects. For each subject,
changes in brain regional responses were estimated by a general linear model
including the following factors: responses to the learned and untrained
sequences and their modulation by LEMs, and motor responses to the
changes in dot color. These regressors consisted of box cars (or step func-
tions, for motor responses) convolved with the canonical hemodynamic
response function. Movement parameters derived from realignment of the
functional volumes were also included as covariates of no interest. High-
pass filtering was implemented in the matrix design using a cutoff period of
128 s to remove slow drifts from the time series. Serial correlations in the
fMRI signal were estimated using an autoregressive (order 1) plus white noise
model and a restricted maximum likelihood (ReML) algorithm.
For the training session, linear contrasts tested the main learning effect
(LTraining  UTraining). Linear contrasts tested the main effect of practice of the
learned sequence modulated by LEMs (±LTrainingLEM). These contrasts looked
for regional responses that vary in proportion to LEMs of each block. They
identified regions where responses decrease (or increase) as oculomotor
performance improves during training. Another contrast (reported in Supple-
mental Information X and Table S6) tested the effect of the untrained sequence
as compared with the learned one (UTraining  LTraining). For the test session,
a linear contrast tested the main learning effect (LTest  UTest). Finally, a linear
contrast tested the main learning effect by session [(LTest UTest) (LTraining
UTraining)], i.e., [(L  U) 3 (Test  Training)]. These linear contrasts generated
statistical parametric maps [SPM(T)]. These images were then further spatially
smoothed (Gaussian kernel 6 mm FWHM) and entered in a second-level anal-
ysis, corresponding to a random-effects model, accounting for intersubject270 Neuron 58, 261–272, April 24, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.variance. In this second-level analysis, the participants were split into two
categories, slow or fast learners, based on their performance during training.
The results of fast learners are reported in the main text, whereas the results
of slow learners and comparison between categories are reported in Supple-
mental Information VIII.
For the training session, one-sample t tests were separately run on the data
of each category. A first analysis characterized the learning effect, a second
one characterized the performance effect, and a third one consisted of an
ANOVA (Supplemental Information VIII) wherein the six groupswere separately
specified (three intervals, two categories). Inclusive masks based on the effect
of interest in the category of interest were applied for each contrast to isolate
the effects within each category. A correction for nonsphericity was applied on
the data to account for possibly unequal variance between groups. T contrasts
characterized the learning by category interaction [(LTraining  UTraining) 3
category] and the performance by category interaction [(±LTrainingLEM) 3
category]. Furthermore, to assess the relationship between brain activity
during training and the subsequent gain in performance on the learned
sequence at a later date, we regressed the individual within-subject contrasts
images (learning effect) against the gain in performance on the learned
sequence (B5–B8), separately for each group. A final ANOVA compared this
regression between the three groups of fast learners (main text) and between
the two categories (Supplemental Information VIII). Finally, psychophysiologi-
cal interaction (PPI) analyseswere computed to test the functional connectivity
of the left posterior hippocampus with the rest of the brain during training. A
new linear model was generated at the individual level, using three regressors.
One regressor represented the practice of the learned sequencemodulated by
the performance. The second regressor was the activity in the reference area.
The third regressor represented the interaction of interest between the first
(psychological) and the second (physiological) regressors. To build this regres-
sor, the underlying neuronal activity was first estimated by a parametric empir-
ical Bayes formulation, combined with the psychological factor and
subsequently convolved with the hemodynamic response function (Gitelman
et al., 2003). The design matrix also included movement parameters. A signif-
icant PPI indicated a change in the regression coefficients between any
reported brain area and the reference region, related to performance changes
during training. The voxels identified in this analysis show a pattern of activity
correlated with posterior hippocampus activity. The strength of this correlation
is modulated by performance. Next, individual summary statistic images
obtained at the first-level (fixed effects) analysis were spatially smoothed
(6mm FWHMGaussian kernel) and entered in a second-level (random-effects)
analysis using one-sample t tests. Inferences were conducted as for the main
effect analysis.
For the test sessions, one-sample t tests characterizing the main learning
effect were performed separately for each group (Table S2). An ANOVA
compared the main learning effect between groups of fast learners (main text)
and between categories (Supplemental Information VIII). T contrasts character-
ized the main learning effect by group of fast learners [(LTest  UTest) 3 group]
(main text) and the main learning effect by group by category [(LTest  UTest) 3
group 3 category] (Supplemental Information VIII). Inclusive masks were also
applied in order to isolate effect within each group. As above, a correction of
nonsphericity was applied.
One-sample t tests comparing the main learning effect between sessions
were performed separately for each group (Table S3). This analysis character-
ized the differential brain responses between the learned and the untrained
sequences during testing as compared with training. A final ANOVA compared
the main learning effect by session between groups of fast learners. T con-
trasts characterized the main learning effect by session by groups of fast
learners [(L  U) 3 (Test  Training) 3 group] (Supplemental Information IX
and Table S5). As above, a correction of nonsphericity was applied.
Finally, PPI analyseswere computed to test the functional connectivity of the
right dorsal putamen with the rest of the brain during different test sessions.
The same method described above was used, but the first regressor repre-
sented practice of the learned sequence as compared with practice of the
untrained sequence.
The resulting set of voxel values for each contrast constituted a map of the t
statistic [SPM(T)], thresholded at p < 0.001 (uncorrected for multiple compar-
isons). Statistical inferences were performed at a threshold of p < 0.05 after
Neuron
Oculomotor Sequence Learning Assessed by fMRIcorrection for multiple comparisons over either the entire brain volume or over
small spherical volumes (10 mm radius), located in structures of interest re-
ported in the literature (regions of interest in Supplemental Information XI).
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://www.
neuron.org/cgi/content/full/58/2/261/DC1/.
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